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Abstract

A culture of harmony is still a strategic theme to be examined in the midst of potential conflicts 
based on ethnicity, religious beliefs, race and social groups. The effect will not only be felt on 
the local level, but also on national and global levels. This article analyzes social philanthropy 
which is the result of a mutualistic reciprocal relationship between two ethnicities namely 
the ethnic Balinese and ethnic Chinese in Pupuan Village. Local wisdom values based on 
the ideology of Tri Hita Karana were referred to and actualized through equal and inclusive 
social relationships so that potential ethnic and religious conflicts could be minimized. The 
social interaction between these two ethnic groups showed that cultural resilience can be 
used as a model project for the diversity of Indonesia in the future. Based on a descriptive 
qualitative approach with critical ethnography, data was collected through in-depth interviews, 
observation, and documents and explored by an interactive analysis model with critical social 
theory. The results demonstrate that the emergence of social philanthropy arose from a play 
of power and capital between the two ethnic groups. The ethnic Balinese put forth authority by 
using the ideology of Tri Hita Karana described in the awig-awig traditional customary laws and 
regulations; while the ethnic Chinese used economic capital to generate a bargaining position. 
By this, a symbiotic mutualism configuration between the two ethnic groups was influenced by 
social, economic, cultural and political dynamics that have occurred on the local and national 
levels, which can ignite the emergence of both positive and negative ripples.
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Introduction
This article is a report of a dissertation research  which was conducted in  Pupuan village, 
Tabanan, Bali. The mutualistic relation between two groups of people (communities) which are 
different in ethnics and religion, Balinese ethnics and Chinese ethnics were selected as  the 
object of the study. The description of the contemporary social interaction between the two 
ethnic groups cannot be separated from the historical factor since  the presence of Chinese 
ethnics in Pupuan Village did not appear by themselves, but through a long and winding 
process. This has an implication that the presence of Chinese ethnics in the new place needs 
social, political, economical, and cultural legitimation.Among the social, political, and cultural 
castellation outside Bali which shows a fluctuating relation between Chinese ethnics and other 
local ethnics, the 

Chinese ethnics in Pupuan village positioned themselves as the minority and migrants who 
always try to use adaptive and accommodative approach, especially in relation to Bali Hindu 
culture. The manifestation is seen in the effort to make Bali Hindu culture become Chinese 
culture. On the other hand, the educational aspect applied in their  everyday activities, both 
ethnics have central roles in developing collective awareness. However, small waves in the 
effort to reach an ideal harmonious life always ripple in  dynamics that can have negative and 
positive impacts. 
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A. Background
As has been discussed above, this article is a result of dissertation research, which was inspired 
by some factors, namely (1) in Bali local context the pattern in social relation between Balinese 
and Chinese ethnics in Pupuan, Tabanan, shows  a different description from those in other 
regions. This is reflected in some aspects of life such as in interethnic marriage (Amalgamation), 
the acceptance of Chinese  as Desa Pekaraman members which make them  able to build 
a Balinese place of worship. If in other regions in Indonesia, the social interaction pattern of  
Chinese ethnics and local ethnics tend to be kept in a distance and exclusive, in this case,  the 
reverse is what happens, that is an accommodative and inclusive social interaction and even 
intimate social exchanges occur  between the Chinese and the local people. This Chinese  
behavior is less common  because in different  cases   Chinese  often get a discriminative 
treatment which ends up in a physical violence.  (2) In the national and even in the global 
context, a harmonious life of the two ethnics  at the same time becomes an antithesis to 
the daily practice in the  plural society which tends to show an ambivalent attitude toward 
differences. This attitude can be interpreted as an attitude of love and hate at the same time, 
on the one hand, there is a feeling of pride  for being  different, but, on the other hand, it has  
the potentiality  to raise  a conflict. (3) The harmonious culture shown by the social interaction  
of the two ethnic groups  raises two questions ;  why does harmony become something which 
seems to be embodied  in the practice of the two ethnic groups  in their daily life in Pupuan? 
In reality, harmony is an ideal condition or something idealized by all people in the society. It 
is not taken for granted, but is an effort made through the collective memory about the past 
which is continuously in progress. If that is the case, a study needs to be done more deeply to 
find out and understand the power game in the real life so that the  assumption that the social 
interaction  between the two ethnic groups  is a pseudo interaction can be justified. (4) Studies 
on ethnicity in rural areas have not been popular among researchers compared to urban ethnic 
spatial studies. In a broader scope, a study on ethnicity in Pupuan village is expected to be able 
to close the gap in studies which were less popular with the previous researchers. In addition, it 
can produce a set of methodological and epistemological instruments that can interpret ethnic 
problems in more micro scoup.

Ethnographical data which are also compared with the historical data can at least give an 
explanation of a social phenomenon in Indonesian society which is undergoing polarization 
and fragmentation both vertically and horizontally because of conflict in political interest, that is 
the dilemma  about who actually can be called natives and non-natives. Natives are identical 
with the Malay physical characteristics, while non-native is  attached to the characteristics of 
being Chinese. On the other hand, the characteristics of being an Arab and the characteristics 
of being an Indian, and even the characteristics of being a Japan are lost in the collective 
memory of Indonesian society when they are faced with the problem above. 

B. Formulation of Problems and Aim of the Study
Based on the background above, the main problem studied in this article is why can Chinese 
ethnics and Balinese ethnics  live side by side harmonically? The aim is to deconstruct the 
social phenomenon of the harmonious life between Balinese ethnics and Chinese ethnics to 
understand various reasons which cause them to live side by side. 

C. Research Methods
This study used descriptive qualitative method with critical ethnographic approach in cultural 
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study perspective. The data were collected through in depth interview, observation, and 
document study which were, then analyzed with an interactive analytic model using the critical 
social theory to produce a critical ethnography. Some theories were used which included Pierre 
Bourdieu’s theory, Antonio Gramsci’s hegemony theory, Foucault’s power discourse theory, 
Habermas’ education theory, and other theories relevant were used eclectically. 

D. Discussion and Result
The multiethnic community in Pupuan village  consists of Balinese ethnics as the majority 
group and Chinese ethnics as minority group, but in interaction both can interact harmoniously 
enough. However, it is not yet known for sure that both ethics always show egalitarian attitude 
or respect for one another. This is based on Foucault’s perspective (Bertens, 2014:310-316) 
that states that power is everywhere (omnipresent), that in the social relation context, there is a 
power nuance and efforts to rule the other groups or to hegemonize anyone who has knowledge 
and at the same time power can be led to achieve productive thing through negotiation or 
consensus in a harmonious life.

In the social relation context, one can  always find  power game in which   the majority group 
hegemonizes the minority group. This statement is supported by findings in the field which 
showed that Balinese always become leaders in the community organization structure, both 
officially and customarily. While the Chinese are only members. If a Chinese is a leader, he 
is not in the number one position in the organization structure. Similarly in social organization 
sector, that it in Banjar Adat, although the Chinese  are Hindus too, Balinese always become 
ritual leaders (pemangku) or (pemucuk) at Tri Kahyangan of the local village when a ritual is 
held while the Chinese take the position of   the companion.Following is a further description 
of various reasons that support the development of a harmonious relation between Chinese 
ethnics and Balinese ethnics in Pupuan village that was selected as the object and subject of 
this study.

1.Historicity of Chinese ethnics
Diaspora of Chinese ethnicsa. 

The arrival of Chinese ethnics in Indonesia, including in Pupuan village, Bali has a very long 
history. According to Poerwanto (2005:39-47), Chinese ethnics migration  from their  country 
(China) is called Huaqiao (migrating Chinese ethnics) to various regions in south east Asia, 
commonly called Nan-Yang (South Sea). While according to Wang Gung Wu (in Setyaningrum, 
2004:182-185) the diaspora (spread) of Chinese ethnics started a long time before the western 
colonialism era in South East Asia. At least there are 4 migration patterns of Chinese ethnics, 
namely (1) as labors (Huagong), (2) as traders (Huangshang), (3) as migrants (Huaqiao), (4) 
as descendant of Chinese migrants who migrate to other places (Huayi). The four patterns 
of Chinese ethnics migration have different characteristics and special histories. Mang Mu 
Chinese ethnics diaspora movement (Setyaningrum, 2004:184) was caused by many factors, 
among others, as the effect of marginalization of a group of people socially and politically, as 
the effect of suffering caused by the limitation of the geographical condition of the original 
place, which made  them lack of natural resources. According to her, most of the Chinese  
migrants came from Fujian province, Guangdong, and Hainan with less fortunate geographical 
conditions, that is, less fertile but has a very dense population. It was this condition that caused 
the spread of Chinese ethnics who left their original place and built hope in the new place, such 
as in Pupuan village. 
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The relation between Balinese and Chinese was estimated to have existed in early centuries, 
based on an archaeological find in the form of bronze mirror in Sarcophaga in Pangkung 
Paruk, Seririt, Buleleng. After being identified, the bronze mirror came from Han dynasty era. 
In the first century, according to Ardika (Sulistyawati, ed., 2011) that contact or the relation 
between Bali and China has existed since the seventh century or tenth century, based on the 
find in an excavation at Blanjong site, Sanur in the form of ceramic objects as the heritage 
from Tang dynasty era. An increasingly more intensive relation  between Chinese culture and 
Balinese culture in various forms, like in stories, architecture, carving art, etc, is described by 
Sulistyawati (2008:1-157; 2011:1-146).

Talking about the existence about Chinese ethnics in Pupuan village, up to the present, it has 
not been known for sure because of lack of sources, especially written sources. However, 
based on the result of search of spoken sources through interviews with people who were 
regarded as people who  know about the presence of Chinese ethnics in Pupuan village, 
information was found that Chinese ethnics came first into Pupuan village in 1820s. That event 
was initiated by the arrival of Kang Ik Khim, who came from Ko Puei village, Lamuan district, 
Chuanciu regency (Nan-An), Hokkian/Fukkian  province from Hokkian tribe who had the ability 
to trade (Huanshang). 

He did not go directly to Pupuan village, but first he landed at the area around Kuta and was 
adopted as a servant in Badung kingdom. As the servant of the King of Badung, when there 
was a meeting at Puri Denpasar, the King married Kang Ik Khim to Ni Cengkeg, a daughter of  
Jro Bandesa Tonja, who also was at the meeting at that time.  After the wedding, Khim asked 
for permission to the King to migrate to another place. The place of his destination was what 
is now called Dharmasabha, but it was regarded inappropriate so that he met the King again 
to ask permission to move. He was allowed to move with one condition, that is, to move to a 
place which has a relation with Badung kingdom, that is Tabanan kingdom. Therefore, Khim 
met the King of Tabanan and he was allowed to stay at the western part of Tabanan kingdom 
and the King gave him 3 heirloom weapons, that is, a sword, a spear, and a short knife. First, 
Khim stayed in the area around what is now called Sanda Pupuan village, then he moved to 
Padangan Pupuan, and at last he stayed in what is now known as Pupuan village. 

In 1900s and 1920s, the wave of the arrival of Chinese ethnics was dominated by Kang clan 
(Shee) so that in Pupuan village the number of Kang clan members was the most, that is 
38 families from 113 Chinese ethnics families. This is logical since the people who opened 
Pupuan village area were from Kang clan and in Chinese ethnics kinship system members 
of a clan have to help each other. Most of the Chinese ethnics from Kang clan were traveling 
traders (tengkulak) from the port of Buleleng. 

In an effort to obtain political legitimacy, they appointed village chief called lotiah who directly 
has relation with the King of Tabanan. Lotiah was given the duty by the King to manage 
trades, especially the purchase of commodities, particularly opium from the port in Buleleng 
kingdom. 

The first lotiah position was held by Kang Hok Ciu, who founded a village school (Volkschool) 
in Dutch era in 1906. While the second lotiah was held by Kang Bing Tjiang, who held in 
founding the first Chinese shool in Pupuan, called Tiong Hoa Hwee Koan (THHK) and formed 
a social club known as Perkumpulan Karang Semadhi, which was estimated to have been 
founded at the end of Dutch East Indies rule and the beginning of Japanese rule. The role of 
lotiah in Pupuan village became bigger in the life of the community of the Chinese ethnics in 
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Pupuan village by using economic capital and cultural capital so that this ethnics became more 
superior in the economic life. The stability in this economic sector until now causes this ethnics 
to be able to play their role and influences the authority held by Balinese ethnics. 

b. The Characteristics of Being Chinese in National Political Frame
The existence of Chinese ethnics during the Old Orde era was really in a discriminated condition. 
The chasing and expulsion were the consequences of the anti Chinese political implementation 
in 1956. The effort to nationalize foreign companies led to the effort to marginalize Chinese 
business people in the national economy. In this era, most of Indonesian called Chinese ethnics 
“China” which is actually dislike by the Chinese ethnics because it is considered to humiliate 
them. However, the authorities who had political power which could not evade Chinese elite in 
economic negotiation. This became the factor which caused the local people to resent Chinese 
ethnics. 

On the 14th of May 1959, the government of Indonesian issued  Government Regulation No. 
10 of 1959 which stipulated that all small trading businesses owned by foreigners at the village 
level were not given permission any longer after the 31st of December 1959. This regulation was 
actually meant for Chinese small business people who mostly had and run trading businesses 
at the village level including in Pupuan village. The policy had an impact on the presence of 
Chinese ethnics nationally. It was noted that more than 100.000 Chinese left Indonesia. 

Especially, in the location of the study, information was found that by the issuance of this 
regulation (PP No. 10/1959) ten of Chinese ethnics in Pupuan village left this village for 
Surabaya city and some of them returned to their original country, China. This step was taken 
because the situation was less conducive and they were afraid in maintaining their life based 
on the trade sector. 

The national political constellation in the form of making PP No. 10/1959 effective, caused 
the structured exposure of Chinese ethnics ineffective in Pupuan village. Their harmonious 
relation has been developed since the arrival from the beginning of the 20s century became 
an effective social adhesive. Small problems did occur but they did not cause the breaking of 
the relation which led to conflict. 

In addition to the policy stipulated in PP No. 10/1959 above, the government (ruler) who had 
power hegemonized the Chinese ethnics by issuing the government regulation again (PP No. 
20/1959) as the implementation of Act No. 2 of 1958 which came into effect on 11th of January 
1958 on dual citizenship agreement between the nation of Indonesia and the Republic of 
Chinese People. In PP No. 20/1959 is stated that all Chinese in Indonesia have to choose 
firmly and in writing whether they became Indonesian citizens or kept on becoming Chinese 
citizen. If they choose Republic of Chinese people citizenship, they automatically lose their 
Indonesian citizenship. In PP No.10/1959 it also regulated that all Chinese age 18 or who are 
married are obligated to choose their citizenship in writing which is accompanied by letter of 
self-identity and family. Meanwhile, those who have not yet been 18 or who are not yet adult 
(still children) are allowed to choose after they are grown up. 

The issuance of the regulation caused confusion and bipolarization in Chinese ethnics life in 
Indonesia. Some wanted to remain Indonesian citizens and some wanted to return to Chinese 
citizenship. In the location of study, the Chinese ethnics who selected their ancestor citizenship 
(China) left Pupuan village. While those who selected Indonesian citizen stayed in Pupuan, 
because the village was regarded by them as their second place of origin.This finding also 
indicates that Chinese ethnics loved Pupuan village very much and they regarded Balinese 
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ethnics as their own brothers and sisters so that this led to a harmony. 

Change of authorities from the Old Order regime to the New Order regime did not bring hope 
for the Chinese ethic from the practice of the discrimination politics which is racial, which is 
more severe than the previous era. This caused the stigma of the involvement of Chinese 
ethnics in the  September 30, 1965 aborted coup. The attitude of the authorities (government) 
which was hegemonic and repressive made it difficult for the Chinese ethnics in Indonesia and 
who have chosen to be Indonesian citizen. The New Order government regulation on Chinese 
ethnics can be seen in some cases, namely (1) the issuance of policy of special marking on 
the identity card for Chinese ethnics. (2) the prohibition of Chinese ethnics to become civil 
servants and army, and (3) the prohibition for the Chinese ethnics to own land in the rural area. 
This policies are of course very discriminative to the Chinese who had become Indonesian 
citizens and violated the  human rights. Especially about the prohibition of  the Chinese to own 
land in rural areas.  The finding in Pupuan village shows that there are still plots of plantation 
land owned by Chinese. Like in Gambuk, there is land owned by Cik Kim Bok, around in the 
past, in Pujungan village and Batungsel village  tens of hectare of coffee plantation was owned 
by the lotiah of Pupuan, but in 1960 it was  taken over by the regency government of Tabanan 
under the local company of Dharma Santika. Thus, the policy issued by the New Order era 
authority seemed not to be very effective in Pupuan village as shown by the ownership of land 
by Chinese ethnics up to the present time.

The government (the authorities) of the New Order managed the life of the state and the nation   
in an effort at improving it   so that political, economical and social stabilities were created. This 
effort  needed a military support. The support of military force was used by the authorities as an 
instrument to achieve their goal. Hence, every movement done by certain actors or agencies 
which could threaten   the stabilities conceptualized by the authorities was oppressed and 
even eliminated based on a consensus that had been reached. Therefore, the New Order era 
was designed to build a patrimonial state. 

In an effort to materialize  the expectation, the New Order government on the 7th of June, 
1967  issued  a policy through a circular letter on “Major Policies as the Explication of Chinese 
Problems  which states that the Chinese ethnics who have good willingness  will  get  a 
guarantee  of security and protection over their lives, ownership and businesses.

This circular letter  was then followed up  with the issuance of  Presidential Decree (Kepres) 
in December,1967, which declares that  the government  does not  discriminate between  
foreign  citizens and Indonesian citizens. Then, the government tried to prevent and evade 
racial exclusivity in Chinese ethnics through the politics of assimilation, that is, by the cutting 
of this ethic relation with their ancestors in China. 

The effort was done in various ways, namely, (1) the regulation of change of name; (2) prohibition 
of all publications in Chinese language and Chinese alphabet; (3) limitation if religious activities. 
The religious activities were to be held only with the family (in the house); (4) prohibition of 
the holding of exhibitions or performances in celebrating Chinese traditional holidays in public 
areas; and (5) prohibition of running schools and recommendation for the children to be sent 
to public schools or private schools. 

The New Order  government   implemented  the policy that they made  by directly enforcing it  
by prohibiting  for the  Chinese ethnics   in Indonesia, whether they had chosen  Indonesian 
citizenship or not to hold  their religious  rituals  that they inherited from their ancestors such as 
Confucianism, Tao, and Buddhism. The prohibition of  the traditional religions of the Chinese 
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ethnics by the New Order government  caused   the three religions  to be called  Tri Dharma , 
which  started to be left by  the Chinese  in Indonesia,  including  those in Pupuan village  with 
the reason of security (politics) so that the Chinese   converted themselves into  religions that 
were  recognized by the government at that time.  Thus, the Chinese   in Pupuan village chose 
Hinduism in the beginning of the New Order Era ( the era of 1960’s)  so that they chose the 
religion of the local people which made a more intense relation  between them. This relation 
caused mutual acculturation which led to the realization of  a harmonious  life in Pupuan 
village.

Since  the  1960’s era  before   the development of Reformation Era in Indonesia, it seems 
that  the life of the Chinese ethnics, who formerly in the New Era  regime  suffered  from  the 
limitation of  liberty in   developing  their cultural creativity,  since  the Reformation Era  started 
to be dynamized  by being given  so great an  opportunity  with the  cancellation  of the 
discriminative regulations or  policies by the Reformation Era  authority , in this case  Gus Dur,  
with the issuance of  the Presidential Instruction  (Inpres) No. 6 of  2000 on the 17th of January  
20000  with the cancellation of  Presidential Instruction (Inpres) No. 14 of 1967.

The pioneering effort of Gus Dur  turned out to be continued by his  successors, such as  
President Megawati Sukarno Putri  who  decided that  the Chinese New Year  would  be 
celebrated  as a national holiday, based on  the Presidential Instruction (Inpres) No. 19 of  
2002 on the 9th of  April , 2002 and in the era of  President  Susilo Bambang Yudoyono (SBY)  
Confucianism was  recognized as  an official religion. Thus the official religions are Islam, 
Christianity, Protestant, Hinduism, Buddhism, and Confucianism.

The change of  authorities  followed by  the changes of policies made  by the authorities who 
had  power  in the Reformation Era  brought an implication  which was  significant enough  to 
the life of  the Chinese  in general and  those in Pupuan village in particular. This was proven  
by the fact that  with the issuance of the regulation that was  decided by the authorities , the 
position of the Chinese in Pupuan village   started to improve in that they started to be brave  
to show their existence as one of the people  who  also have a position  in the village  although  
they belong to a minority group  in the presence of the majority group of the Balinese ethnics. 

2. Tri Hita  Karana  as  Hegemonic Ideology
Balinese  ethnics  has an ideology, that is, Tri Hita Karana (THK) which  contains  the local 
genius values  and is made  the guideline  for life  in  maintaining   balance and  harmony in life, 
or the harmony between  Human and God  (Parahyangan), the harmonious relation  between   
human and the environment (Palemahan) and the harmonious relation between  human and 
fellow human (Pawongan). 

In Pupuan village, in terms of social structure, Balinese ethnics has a high class position as the 
majority group or the native inhabitants (wed).While   the Chinese ethnics  has  a  low class 
position  as the minority group or  migrants ( tamiu). The implementation of the THK  was then  
specified  in awig-awig   of  the desa pakraman  that  contains   things  allowed and things 
prohibited  to do by all the members  completed  with  sanctions if  there is a violation.

               This statement  is supported by information given by Jro Raka (56 years old) that:

In living their life in Desa Pakraman Pupuan community  is harmonious in 
accordance with awig-awig desa pakraman which contains Tri Hita Karana 
values so that each member (krama) tries to obey the regulation in awig-
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awig and is ready to be fined if he or she violates  the regulation  as specified  
in Pararem (interview, 25th of January 2016). 

It was also stated by Jro Raka that in writing  awig-awig, all members, including the Chinese  
meet in a meeting (Paruman Desa) to discuss the substance of the awig-awig. In the awig-
awig there is the decision about the organizational structure of Desa Pakraman and Prajuru of 
Desa Pakraman position is filled by Balinese. Therefore, the Balinese or the majority uses and 
interprets Tri Hita Karana as an ideological instrument to get support from the Chinese in order 
they participate in maintaining  the harmony of life among the inhabitants of Pupuan village. 
Therefore, THK can be called a hegemonic ideology to create a harmonious relation in the life 
of Pupuan village community.

One of the values in THK is Pawongan value that teaches every person to develop and maintain 
a harmonious relation among themselves including in this case the Chinese  who are also 
involved   in the writing of awig-awig in Pupuan village as regulated in the awig-awig of Desa 
Pakraman  Pupuan (2008:51-61) about Sukertan Tata Pawongan, that decides that anyone 
who violates or does not obey what has been agreed will be sanctioned with a fine according 
to Pararem (in sekala term) and another sanction (in niskala term) by holding a certain ritual 
depending on the kind of the violation and  the person in question in a certain place  like a 
temple the location where the violation occurred.

There are sanctions in awig-awig which actually show a power game which causes all the 
members (krama of Desa Pakraman) both Balinese and Chinese to obey or implement the 
regulation in the life of the community of  Pupuan village, so that their life will become safe and 
peaceful towards a harmony. 

3.The Local Genius Value of Menyama Braya

A harmonious relation or orderly relation will be achieved not only through standardizing, but 
also by philosophical justification of  differences as reflected in the concept of “Rwa Bineda” 
and the adage “Desa Kala Patra”, that is, the process of binary position elements, that is, two 
different entities and the recognition of cultural relativism according to the condition of space, 
time, and human creativity in responding to the condition being faced. In Bali, including in 
Pupuan village, there is a local genius in the form of paparikan which says “belahan pane 
belahan paso, celebingkah beten biu: ade kene ade keto, gumi linggah ajak liu”. It means 
‘there is such a thing because the world is very large, with  a big  population and people differ 
one another or they even can differentiate socially, both vertically and horizontally’ (Atmadja, 
1999:6). 

Balinese ethnics also hold on to the  teaching of “Tat Twan Asi” which states that the Hindus 
or Balinese ethnics have to develop a harmonious, peaceful, and tolerant behavior in treating 
others without discriminating religiously or ethnically. Hinduism which is practiced by Balinese 
ethnics in Pupuan village is a peaceful religion because it recognizes that God is one, but is 
called in many names (Ekam Sadwiprah Vadanti). There is also a concept that all people are 
members of one family (vasudana kutumibakan) and Balinese ethnics loves peace as proven 
by the fact that every Hindu (Balinese ethnics) after praying always says Om Shanti Shanti 
Shanti Om  which means peace at heart, peace in world and always peace. 

On the other hand, the philosophy used as the basis by the Chinese ethnics which come from  
Buddhism, Taoism , and  Confucianist (Yudohusodo, 1996:270). In that context, Taher (1997:19) 
states that the three relations make Chinese ethnics have a very strong foundation in the 
formation of behavior and attitude in their everyday practice. Buddhism teaches peaceful life; 
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Taoism teaches everyone to prioritize family’s interest over  his or her interest and a big family 
is the basic structure of the social community life. On the other hand, Confucianist teaches 
everyone to respect parents and ancestors which make a person have good morality, and does 
not waste his or her life and becomes a member of society which has a cooperative attitude 
toward other people. Chinese ethnics, like Balinese ethnics, has local genius as what is said 
by Hariyono (1994:48) in accordance with Confucianist concept about “Te” which means love 
peace or harmony. The Chinese descendants have the teachings that contain social genius 
that can be used as the basis for thinking and behaving.

Another cultural value which is the same or equal owned by all ethnic groups in Pupuan village 
is to prioritize the principle of mutual respect. According to Hariyono (1994:44) the principle of 
respect serves to show that everyone in behaving, both in speech and attitude, has to show 
a respectful attitude to other people according to their hierarchy and status in the society. The 
principle of respect contains the meaning that all interactions or relations in the society occur 
are regulated hierarchically and the orderliness is more valuable than oneself. Thus, every 
person is obliged legally to maintain and actualize his or her self according to the hierarchical 
organization. 

The attitude of respect in Balinese ethnics which is based on the teaching of Tat Twam Asi 
causes interactions in the heterogeneous society to run well so that people can prevent 
themselves from a tension that can cause conflict both openly and latently in the society. 
On the other hand, Chinese ethnics with their Confucianist teaching of “Li”, which contains 
politeness value, like   to pay respect to the old, because for the Chinese , age can give value, 
dignity, and superiority to all things including institution and personal life (Hariyono, 1994:49).

The findings in the field shows that brotherhood (menyama braya) is practiced by both ethnics 
in Pupuan village by mutually maintaining harmony and empathy for other people in everything 
including in sadness and in happiness, which occurs in every ethnics and at the same time 
avoids an antipathy and hostility attitude. This attitude was stated by Jro Raka (56), ex-Bendesa 
Adat of Pupuan village stated that:

“Whenever a sad event happens  in one of the two ethnic groups (Balinese and 
Chinese ethnics) and especially when they are neighbors, then the two ethnic 
people  will visit the house of the death to show their sadness by bringing 
something that they can afford and even  in the event  the appropriate time 
for funeral has not yet come, they will keep on guards in turns (magebagan). 
Similarly, a Chinese  who experiences something sad ( like death), he oor 
she  also go to Bendesa Adat for consultation and permission   and  for asking 
about   the appropriate day for a funeral (interview, 17th of January 2016).

Meanwhile, if a happy event occurs, both in the Chinese ethnics and Balinese ethnics families, 
according to Made Sukarya (64 years old) the brotherhood (penyama brayaan) is shown as 
follows. 

The Chinese always invite us (the Balinese) to their cultural events like wedding 
ritual, Ceng Beng, etc. Similarly when Balinese hold rituals such as wedding, 
tooth failing, tiga bulanan (a ritual held when a child which has reached the 
age of 3 months), etc. the Chinese are also invited to the rituals (interview, 24th 
of December 2015).

The statement from the informant shows that Balinese ethnics through Bendesa Adat plays 
a power game to hegemonize the Chinese ethnics, both in an happy event  and a sad event, 
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thus they use  their knowledge or symbolic capital to hegemonize in order to preserve and 
maintain the tradition of Pupuan village. The creation of harmony is caused by the fact that 
each ethnics has social genius that is used as a formula for action in accepting and showing 
tolerance toward differences. 

Hence, it is interesting that the two different ethnic groups who are different in some points 
and principles can unite and mutually accept the differences to orient themselves to the 
harmonious life. In line with this, Nasikun (2014:77) states that the creation of interethnic or 
inter-group integration can occur because between them there is an agreement or consensus 
about fundamental cultural values. In this context, there is an agreement about harmonious 
life between the Chinese and Balinese in the same place, that is in Pupuan village which is 
of course based on the agreement and understanding between the two ethnic groups  with 
different religions, histories , and ideologies, etc. in a social life.

Thus, Chinese ethnics in actualizing themselves are always based on their ancestors’ teaching, 
as has been explained above, then Balinese ethnics in Pupuan village also have the teaching 
of life which is not less important in the community social life in realizing a harmony so that 
orderliness in interaction with other groups can be maintained and they try as hard as possible 
to prevent riot and intergroup conflicts in any manifestation in a certain place or are.

4.Inter ethnics Marriage (Amalgamation)
Inter ethnics marriage (amalgamation) or mix marriage is also one of the factors that support 
the creation of inter ethnics harmony in this village. The first pilar of interethnic marriage in 
Pupuan village goes back to the fact about the arrival of Kang Ik Khim to Pupuan village and 
the next occurred in the beginning of the 20th century and in 1920s. Many Chinese came to 
Pupuan village in waves dominated by Kang clan (Shee). 

The development of interethnic marriage continues to the present day and the interethnic 
relation become  closer  in the kinship bond although  the husband and the wife have different 
cultural backgrounds. In everyday context, interethnic marriage (amalgamation) in Pupuan 
village can be used as the media of communication to make the relation between people 
of different ethnics backgrounds become closer as to  integrate them into a group of  the 
same interest although they cannot develop into a homogeneous  group. However, at least 
interethnic marriage can be used as an important pillar for the creation of harmony in Pupuan 
village. 

The case of interethnic marriage involved  Drs. I Made Sukarya, M.Pd. (64 years old) with 
Cik Ecap (late). At the beginning of their marriage, their families did not agree and they were 
mocked  at in the social environment. However, in its further development, inter ethnics 
marriage becomes a common event, or often occurs in Pupuan village, and is accepted by 
various people. 

The story about interethnic marriage above indicates the importance of the relation and social 
relation in the life of Pupuan village community. The marital relation becomes media to develop 
an interethnic solidarity in Pupuan village and even conversion into a religion in the marriage 
occurs to stabilize the relation between the two families. The conversion into another religion 
indicates the game of spiritual power capital in an effort to maintain the marital harmony. Even, 
the role of power is legally protected by a provision in marital Act No. 1 of 1974 that states that 
a marriage is legal if it is done by people of the same religion. This was stated by Mr. Made 
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Sukarya (64) as follows.

His wife who came from Chinese ethnics converted into a religion of her 
husband, that is Hinduism. However, before the act was effective, in 1970s 
many interethnic and inter religious marriages were held (interview, 18th of 
February 2016).

In an inter ethnics marriage, the cultural negotiation process occurs to maintain and at the 
same time support the realization of a harmony in a community. This model of marital relation 
also occurs in Pupuan village and has taken place since long time and given birth to Chinese 
crossbreed generation in Pupuan village. The crossbreed shows more about the Balinese 
character behavior because of the adaptation of the local environment in which they interact 
with people of other ethnics especially Balinese. Based on personal characteristics, it is easy 
for them to integrate and they do not show differences but develops tolerant attitude toward 
the creation of harmonious life. 

The inter ethnics marriage caused the appearance of a bond in a community that is called  
brotherhood relation (menyama) between the family of the husband and the family of the wife 
in Pupuan village which is called “Penyamaan”. Thus, family does not only function as means 
of developing a relation  between the husband and the wife, the children and the parents, 
but can also be viewed as an interfamilial social network or community (Goode, 1985:63). 
Thus, amalgamation can also be regarded as one of the reasons that cause the realization 
of harmony.

An interethnic marriage also causes the development of relation, social networks among 
family members and can form the feeling of moral responsibility among people in the village 
which can strengthen the cohesiveness of the community of Pupuan village. Then, in the 
marriage, the married couple become social group members of the community so that cross-
cutting affiliations develop (Atmadja, 1999:8; Nasikun, 2014:77).

The finding in the field shows that Chinese ethnics who happened to live closer in the 
same Banjar Dinas with Balinese ethnics, of course, will adapt socioculturally and make the 
Chinese have good competency in the local language and culture. This competency can also 
be regarded as a very important means in the occurrence of interethnic  social relations in 
Pupuan village and at the same time has  a great potentiality for   the attainment of a harmony 
and even a social integration. 

Thus, the social group formed as the effect of the interethnic marriage is not only based on 
the locality or administrative village, both at Desa Dinas level and at Desa Pakraman level or 
Banjar Adat level, but cannot also be separated from the regulations made by the government 
such as the regulation that orders  Chinese crossbreed children to be  sent to the same school 
as the other ethnic children .  Similarly, a t policy made in an organization (sekaa) or  collective 
self-supporting group like Sekaa Teruna Teruni (STT) or Karang Semadhi  for the Chinese 
ethnics in Pupuan village. Through this organization there is great opportunity to develop 
communications among each other to integrate one and another without considering the ethnic 
background and differences in religion and culture, but instead, to ignore them to develop  
cooperation and equality to facilitate the attainment  of common goals.Thus, the interethnic 
life of the Chinese and Balinese ethnics in Pupuan village who live  in the same social arena 
makes it difficult to avoid overlaps and cross relations which make mutual exchanges a reality 
which ends up in reducing exclusiveness based on ethnicity, religion, and culture.
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E.Conclusion
Based on the discussion above, some points can be concluded: there are various reasons 
behind the harmonious life of Balinese and Chinese ethnics in Pupuan. They are: (1) Balinese 
and Chinese ethnics make THK the guidelines in behavior; (2) the two ethnics develop local 
genius values on brotherhood; (3) the brotherhood value is strengthened  by the events of inter 
ethnic and interreligious marriages between the two groups; (4) there is a capital game played 
by both groups to win the contestation in the field or to maintain each position to develop a 
balance as reflected in harmonious life; (5) the development of the feeling that they are on the 
same boat caused by past experiences  makes them agree to live side by side, and (6) there 
are external parties such as state and government with  the  interest in the development of a 
harmonious life among the two groups.

F.Suggestions
This research should be followed by further research to solve the problem of limitation  of 1. 
the present research in various ways, especially by  extending  the  study area of Chinese 
ethnics presence in Bali to enrich the study of ethnicity as one interesting topic in culture 
studies. 

Policy makers have to continue developing and maintaining the inter ethnics harmonious 2. 
life in the pluralist and multicultural community to realize the unity an unification the nation 
and state in facing the globalization era today.
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